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"Chorded" by Brent Durksen   Transcribed by Macreena Doyle
Like the Rain (Clint Black/Hayden Nicholas)

>note: this is only *my* chording of this song.  It could be right, >or
it could be totally wrong.

[tab]G		  F		 C		      Bb
I never liked the rain until I walked through it with you[/tab]
Every thunder cloud that came was one more I might not get through
On the darkest day there s always light and now I see it too
But I never liked the rain until I walked through it with you
I hear it falling in the night and filling up my mind
All the heaven s rivers come to light and I see it all unwind
I hear it talking through the trees and on the window pane
And when I hear it I just can t believe I never liked the rain
[tab]	  G		 C	     F		    C
Like the rain I have fallen for you and I know just why you[/tab]
Liked the rain always calling for you I m falling for you now
[tab]		 G
Just like the rain[/tab]

[tab]G		   F		 C 		 Bb
When the cloud is rolling over thunder striking me[/tab]
It s as bright as lightning and I wonder why I couldn t see
That it s always good and when the flood is gone we still remain
Guess I ve known all along I just belong here with you falling
[tab]	  G		 C	     F		     C
Like the rain I have fallen for you and I know just why you[/tab]
Liked the rain always calling for you, I m falling for you now
Just like the rain I have fallen for you
I m falling for you know just like the rain



[tab]		 C
And when the night falls on our better days[/tab]
[tab]Gm
And we re looking to the sky[/tab]
[tab]	 C				 Gm
For the winds to take us high above the plains[/tab]
[tab]   C 				 Gm
I know that we ll find better ways to look into the eye[/tab]
[tab]	 C
of the storms that will be calling[/tab]
[tab]Bb		  C
Forever we ll be falling[/tab]

[tab]	 G		 C	      Bb	     C
Like the rain I have fallen for you, and I know just why you[/tab]
Like the rain always calling for you, I m falling for you now just
Like the rain I have fallen for you and I know just why you
Like the rain always calling for you, I m falling for you now just
Like the rain I have fallen for you and I know just why you
Like the rain always calling for you, I m falling for you now just
Like the rain
Like the rain
Like the rain
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